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Key features 

• Story of a uniquely successful season but also covers the 
negative aspects such as the Premier League charges 

• Quotes and reactions from Pep, the players, pundits and 
journalists 

• Well-known and knowledgeable Manchester City author 
renowned for producing well-researched and entertaining 
books on the club 

• Perspective of a fan who was present at all the key matches  

•   Traces the team’s tactical evolution as the season 
progressed; addresses the attitude of outsiders towards the 
club; and assesses legacy of the club, manager and players  

•  Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers, 
websites, podcasts and magazines 

 

 
Description 

Chasing Immortality is the story of Manchester City’s epic 2022/23 season, when for the first time this century an English side completed 
the ultimate treble. It was a season like no other, carved into two distinct segments by the insertion of the Qatar World Cup. And for 
City, also punctuated by the minor distraction of 115 charges from the Premier League relating to alleged financial irregularities. It’s the 
story of a group of elite players of whom the two with the most to prove did so emphatically, one producing the finest debut season ever 
witnessed in top-flight English football, the other discarding the tag of £100m misfit by delivering a raft of outstanding performances – 
and celebrating accordingly. It’s about a manager who every season strengthens his claim to be the most influential of all time, whose 
tactical innovation continues to astound. Ultimately, it’s the story of a season to be cherished and remembered forever. 
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